RHD(T201R, F223V) cluster analysis in five different ethnic groups and serologic characterization of a new Ethiopian variant DARE, the DIII type 6, and the RHD(F223V).
The RHD phylogeny in humans shows four main clusters of which three are predominantly observed in (African) black persons. Each of the African clusters is characterized by specific amino acid substitutions relative to the Eurasian RHD allele. RH phylogeny defines the framework for identification of clinically relevant aberrant alleles. This study focuses on the weak D type 4 cluster (characterized by RHD(T201R, F223V) (602C>G 667T>G)) in five ethnic groups. A total of 1702 samples were screened for the presence of 602C>G and 667T>G by sequence-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR-SSP). Eighty samples were assigned to the weak D type 4 cluster and were molecularly characterized by PCR-SSP and RHD sequencing. Antigens of aberrant alleles were characterized with monoclonal anti-D according to the 37-epitope model when possible. Five new aberrant alleles, DIII type 6, DIII type 7, DARE, RHD(T201R, F223V) (without 819G>A), and RHD(F223V), were identified and DIII type 6, DARE, and RHD(F223V) were serologically characterized with monoclonal anti-D. Both the DARE and RHD(F223V) showed epitope loss. It is postulated that the 1136C>T nucleotide substitution (characteristic for the DAU allele cluster) is present on the DVa(KOU) allele. Identification of the new variant alleles refines the phylogeny of RHD in humans. The proposed DVa(KOU) allele with 1136C>T (DVa(KOU)T379M) is probably caused by conversion of the DAU0 allele and the DVa(KOU) allele, forming a phylogenetic link between the DV allele and the DAU cluster. By describing the RHD(F223V) (602C>G) and RHD(T201R, F223V) (602C>G and 667T>G) alleles formal proof is given for the origin of the non-Eurasian cluster.